
Fiesta Americana Grand Meetings Mexico offers a unique portfolio of distinctive properties in 
Mexico’s most sought after destinations offering a GRAND{eur} experience that exceeds expectations.

CANCÚN    •    COZUMEL    •    LOS CABOS    •    PLAYA DEL CARMEN    •    PUERTO VALLARTA    •    CITY COLLECTION
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What’s New

We’re Pleased to Let Our Group and Incentive Partners 
Know that All Our 170+ Hotels and Resorts Have Earned the 
Green Key Distinction 

LEARN MORE

Featured Resort

NEW VISION Live Aqua Beach Resort Cancun 
Now Underway 

Already a leader in providing a unique concept featuring a sophisticated ambiance and 

sensory experience, Live Aqua Beach Resort Cancun is reimagining and redefining luxury 

meetings, incentives and events with its...

 • Redesigned lobby - offering a welcome experience unlike any other

 • New Room Concepts

 • Expanded dining options and restaurants

ImmeImmerse yourself in a surprise-and-delight all-inclusive destination for meeting participants 

where you can now expect an ever-changing and expanded sensory adventure, in a 

sanctuary that encourages the free flow of fresh ideas.

WATCH VIDEO

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

GREAT 8 PROMOTION
NOW THROUGH JUNE 30TH

VIEW PROMOTION DETAILS

Thank You to All Who Celebrated our Cinco de Mayo 
“Flavors of Mexico” Week and our Toes in the Sand Event 
With Us!

Cinco de Mayo “Flavors of Mexico” Week

CinCinco De Mayo provided the backdrop to what was an amazing week. This year we 

celebrated Cinco de Mayo through a “Flavors of Mexico” theme. This meant Mexican aprons 

for everyone, the opportunity to sample great Mexican food and chance to win raffles for 

Mexican cook books and trips to various destinations in Mexico. These raffles highlighted a 

Gastrotour that each trip included, providing the perfect channel to learn more about 

traditional and modern Mexican cuisine.

‘Toes in the Sand’ Event

RelaRelaxation, service and a unique approach to highlighting the Mexican Spirit of our hotels and 

resorts. Our ‘Toes in the Sand’ West Coast Market Event was a unique opportunity to host 

meeting planners in a unique, relaxed setting punctuated by our award-winning, warm 

Mexican hospitality. The event group was treated to our Toes in the Sand spa treatments and 

a mix of casual, informational sessions with members of our International Sales Group. We 

can think of no better way to share what makes Fiesta Americana Grand Meetings Mexico 

hotels and resorts #1 in all of Mexico, and method to spend quality time with many of our 

bebest customers and groups!

SEE MORE

Mexico’s Award-Winning Hotels & Resorts
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